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African Study Monographs (ASM) is an open-access journal that publishes original, multi-disciplinary, 

academic articles in all fields of African studies. By submitting an article, contributors agree to assign 

copyright of the accepted version of their submitted paper to the Center for African Area Studies, Kyoto 

University, in all forms of media now known or hereafter developed including electronic and online media. 

The published paper will be distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution license (CC 

BY), which permits unrestricted re-use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original 

work is properly cited (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). All articles are distributed at Kyoto 

University Research Information Repository: KURENAI (https://repository.kulib.kyoto-

u.ac.jp/dspace/handle/2433/66220). Volumes 41 and after are also distributed at J-STAGE 

(https://www.jstage.jst.go.jp/browse/asm/-char/en). 

To minimize publication delays, authors should follow the instructions given below. 

Send manuscripts electronically via e-mail, together with a cover letter in a separate file which includes the 

author’s personal information, including (1) the corresponding author’s name, (2) e-mail address, and (3) 

affiliation and address. Send all material to the following address:  

asm@jambo.africa.kyoto-u.ac.jp 

No manuscript nor part of a manuscript published or submitted for publication elsewhere can be accepted 

for publication. In the cover letter accompanying the submitted manuscript, the corresponding author must 

declare that the manuscript has not been published in any other journal or book and that the manuscript is 

not under review for any other journal. 

The authors should not have violated the physical well-being, human rights, or privacy of the contacts and 

informants that contributed to the field data and research upon which the paper was based as well as the 

content matter of the paper. The authors shall bear the entire responsibility of complying with the letter and 

spirit of all domestic and international laws, as well as treaties of the relevant nations including Japan, such 

as those regarding the access to and benefit-sharing of the residents’ genetic resources of nations where the 

research was conducted. The author(s) can clarify these points in the ETHICS STATEMENT to be placed 

between the main text and the ACKNOWLEDGMENTS. The editorial board will reserve the right to ask the 

authors to submit the relevant memoranda and valid documentary evidence to confirm the above. 
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Manuscript format: 

- Text must be prepared in Microsoft Word files. A template Microsoft Word file is available at 

https://www.africa.kyoto-u.ac.jp/en/asm/call/ To avoid character corruption, the text can be sent as a 

PDF file in addition to a Microsoft Word file. 

- Set the page size to A4. Leave 2.5 cm margins on all sides of each page. The preferred font is Times 

New Roman, 12 points. Do not hyphenate words at the right margin. 

- The surname of the author(s) should be capitalized. 

- An abstract, no longer than 200 words, is required. 

- Keywords (about five words) should be listed in alphabetical order immediately below the abstract. 

- Avoid footnotes. All notes, limited to the minimum necessary, must be arranged in the form of end-

of-text notes. They should be consecutively numbered and placed after the main text. 

- Citations of the literature in the main text should include the author’s surname and the year of 

publication: 

... (Nishida & Kawanaka 1972) 

Fossey (1979) pictured them .... 

For more than two authors, use the first author’s name plus “et al.”: 
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... (Pruit 1960: 19).  
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Tables: 

- Tables must be provided in separate files (Microsoft Word or Excel). 

- Number tables consecutively using Arabic numerals (Table 1, Table 2, etc.), and provide a title at the 

top of each. Notes can be added at the bottom of each table. Tables may be re-edited during typesetting. 

Figures: 

- Figures, including photographs, drawings, diagrams, and charts, must be provided in separate files. 

- Number figures consecutively using Arabic numerals (Figure 1, Figure 2, etc.). 

- Each figure should have a self-contained descriptive legend. 

- Use the International System of Units (SI). 

- Provide a caption at the bottom of each figure. 

- All figures should be supplied as digital files with common formatting such as JPEG, and PNG files.  

- All photographs must be of good quality with high resolution (1,200 dpi) and sharp contrast. 

- Figures will be printed as submitted. In case of poor visibility, the author may be requested to revise 

the figure even after of the article has been accepted. Figures will appear in color in the PDF but will 

be grayscale in the printed version.  
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